ATMOS
155mm truck-mounted howitzer
for the Danish armed forces

Autonomous
Mobile
Accurate
Protected

Opportunity for industrial cooperation
In addition to direct industrial participation, Elbit Systems offers a
related industrial participation concept in accordance with Danish
Industry Participation guidelines and export regulations. This plan
presents the Danish industry with a unique opportunity to leverage
the cooperation with Elbit Systems and expand it to the international
market. Elbit Systems is offering the implementation of export programs
for artillery and other solutions. Elbit Systems, together with Danish
partners, will target international markets, approved for defence export
under Danish regulations.

Key Features
A mature and field-proven system selected by many customers
worldwide
Offers optimal performance, best value-for-money, low
life-cycle and low risk to the customer
Integrated on a RMMV 8x8 vehicle, the most advanced wheeled
combat platform
RMMV trucks are used extensively by the Danish army
Wheeled platform with the highest available level of mobility
and maneuverability
Spacious, armored crew cabin — with NATO Level 3 protection
as a standard
Integrated with a complete electronic suite
Integrated with system command and control at all levels
Highly flexible with multiple options future growth potential
Integrated logistic support and an all-level maintenance program
Off-the-shelf availability for low life-cycle cost
Extended cooperation with the Danish industry in production,
integration, assembly and life-cycle cost, with majority of the
life-cycle support and sustainment performed in Denmark by
the Danish industry.

ATMOS
155mm truck-mounted howitzer
for the Danish armed forces

Elbit Systems, in cooperation with Falck Schmidt Defence Systems,
presents ATMOS – a 155mm/52 caliber truck-mounted howitzer. The
system offers Danish Defence superior fire power, enhanced mobility
and a rapid response time. ATMOS is a field-proven, highly adaptable
and modular system that offers a range of opportunities for growth
potential.
ATMOS is compatible with most 6x6 or 8x8 high-mobility tactical trucks.
The Danish solution is based on the RMMV 8x8 vehicle – the most
advanced wheeled combat platform available today. ATMOS provides
fire support for all types of missions and can be easily interfaced with
existing C4I systems, making it the most economical and operationallyproven solution for Danish Defence.
ATMOS incorporates an embedded electronic suite, an automatic laying
system and a semi-automatic loading system. The advanced electronic
suite effectively enables accurate navigation and autonomous operation,
reduced crew size, increased fire power and high accuracy. The ATMOS
is a fifth-generation gun that provides advanced fire support for a wide
range of missions, and is operational in artillery forces around the world.

Key Benefits
A mature modular system – ATMOS provides the best
value-for-money, high MTBF, low life cycle cost and very low risk
to the customer.
Flexible platform configurations – Mounted on an RMMV 8x8
truck chassis, the ATMOS offers high mobility and maneuverability
with a variety of future growth options. RMMV trucks are used
extensively by the Danish army.
Advanced protection for the Danish soldier – The only wheeled
system to incorporate genuine NATO Level 3 protection as a
standard.
Spacious, temperature-controlled cabin – Large and modern
air-conditioned cabin, ergonomically designed for a crew of five
personnel, a driver, a commander, and an additional three crew
members along with all personal equipment and small arms.
Superior firepower capabilities – In adherence to the Danish
Defence operational requirements, the ATMOS achieves ranges
exceeding 40km with ERFB-BB ammunition. The ATMOS can fire
all types of qualified 155mm ammunition, projectiles and charges
that are in use by NATO and other countries. On-board containers
store a large quantity of 36 rounds, including projectiles, propelling
charges and fuzes.
High level of battlefield peformance – Designed specifically for
rapid deployment and operation on difficult terrain, the ATMOS’
shoot-and-scoot capabilities are supported by an integrated
electronic suite incorporating an INS-based laying system, as
well as a semi-automatic loading system that reduces crew effort.
Low life-cycle cost – ATMOS utilizes off-the-shelf components for
a cost-effective and highly scalable solution with future upgrade
capabilities. Elbit Systems, together with Falck Schmidt, offers
integrated logistic support and an all-level maintenance program
that will be performed mainly in Denmark by the Danish industry.

Elbit Systems - Falck Schmidt Defence
Systems Partnership
The collaboration between Elbit Systems and Falck Schmidt Defence
Systems in the production, integration and maintenance of ATMOS
presents a unique opportunity for the Danish Industry to join Elbit
Systems’ supply chain in Denmark and in the international market.
As a world leader in artillery and C4I systems, Elbit Systems offers
advisory services, transfer of technology to key partners, and growth
opportunities for local industry in support of the National Defence
Industrial strategy.
This opens a range of industrial participation opportunities, including:

•

Hydraulics – components, subassemblies
and integration

•

Machining – parts and subassemblies

•

Armor protection systems

•

Harnesses – RF cables and military
electronics

•

Production, integration, assembly and testing
of subsystems and final system

•

Machinery jigs and fixtures

•

Training and publications

•

System life-cycle support

•

Supports additional areas of the National
Defence Industrial strategy

